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Wishbone Gold sees opportunities across
operations as strategy pays off

Price:

0.0351p

Market Cap:

Production ramps up in Hondurus after parnter receives licence to
operate plant and equipment on first mining and processing joint
venture site
Margins set to rise as reverse integration strategy begins to bear fruit
Opportunities seen in all areas of operations

£1M

1 Year Share Price Graph

What Wishbone Gold does:
Wishbone Gold PLC (LON:WSBN) is an AIM and NEX-listed firm operating in
the precious metals market.
The company is organised into three operating divisions - exploration in
Australia, gold trading in the United Arab Emirates and gold production in
Honduras.

Share Information
Code:
Listing:
52 week

What Wishbone owns:
The group holds four large scale exploration licences in North Queensland
covering over 34,000 acres in an area known for significant mineralisation.
These operations include the Wishbone II, II and IV licences and the White
Mountain project.
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In Honduras, Wishbone has a joint venture with Sion Honduras SA for gold
production in the area.

wishbonegold.com

Company Synopsis:

In Thailand, a new entity, Asian Commerce and Commodities Trading (ACCT),
has been set up as a joint venture between Wishbone and a local Thai partner
with connections to the royal family. This puts the trading element in the
country firmly in place.
The group owns Precious Metals International Ltd and its wholly-owned
subsidiary Black Sand FZE.
Based in Dubai, Black Sand FZE trades precious metals and provides capital
investments to small and medium scale mines to help improve their cash flow
and increase production. The business currently operates in Columbia,
Honduras, Chile and Peru.

Wishbone Gold Plc is an AIM listed
company operating in the precious metals
market through two strategies. It has a
wholly owned precious metals trading
business centred in Dubai, United Arab
Emirates. The Company also holds four
exploration licences in North East
Queensland, Australia, in an area covering
over 34,000 acres known for significant
precious
metal
mineralisation.
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Inflection points:
Wishbone's Honduran partners, Sion Honduras SA have received a
license to operate the plant and equipment on the first Honduran mining
and processing site under their joint venture. Now it has obtained the
licence, the venture has accelerated production and Wishbone expects
to be shipping product to Dubai in the first quarter.
Wishbone in December raised £300,000 before expenses through a
share placing to support the plan to accelerate production from the
newly licensed Honduras gold facility. It followed a £567,000 share
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placing in October to pay off its equity stand-by facility with financier DBeta.
In 2017, Wishbone's sales almost doubled to US$8.2mln, driven by the
expansion of its operations in Africa.
Blue Sky:
With operations in Honduras back on track and costs coming down,
Wishbone's margins are set to rise as its reverse integration strategy begins to
bear fruit.
Wishbone has said it sees opportunities in all areas of operations, particularly
in Central America, Africa and Asia.
"The geographic spread is beginning to provide some resilience to our trading
and, as we complete the reverse integration process, supplying expertise and
equipment to artisanal miners, this will serve to lock up the supply chain to a
greater extent and improve margins," said chairman and chief executive
Richard Poulden.
"With this spread of sources of gold over multiple continents we have a solid
trading base for the future."
Investors should look out for a streamlining of debt, firm cash flow, and
improving sentiment.
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No investment advice
Proactive Investors is a publisher and is not registered with or authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). You understand and agree that no content
published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any
specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential,
advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products,
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the
position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and agree that
at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price and other
data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such calculations are
guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective,
may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information
and
data
may
not
be
current
and
should
not
be
relied
upon.
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